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An Introduction to the Nulear Fuel Cycle

This overview of the nuclear fuel cycle is divided into three parts.

First, is a brief discussion of the basic principles of how nuclear

reactors work; second, is a look at the major types of nuclear reactors

being used and world-wide nuclear capacity; and third, is an overview of

the nuclear fuel cycle and the present industrial capability in the U.S.

The first three figures show some typical neutron reactions. When a

slow or low-energy neutron is captured by uraniura-235, the combined mass

splits to produce fission fragments, which are lighter radioactive ele-

ments. Several high-energy or fast neutrons are released (Fig. 1).

There is a net loss of mass that results in energy release according to

Einstein's equation: energy released is equal to the velocity of light

.̂ .squared times the..mass loss. For every gram of_uranium-235 _that __

fissions, 21,900 kWhr of energy is released. ..._.,„. ...".I

Neutrons can be captured by a nucleus as indicated in Fig. 2. This

produces a heavier nucleus which is often radioactive and decays to

another element. For example,"cbbalt-59 captures a neutroff~to'produce

cobalc-60 which decays with a S.3-year half-life to nickel. Urauium-238

captures a neutron to produce uranium-239 which decays to neptunium and —

then to plutonium. 7

In some cases when a neutron collides with a nucleus, it is not cap-

tured but bounces off in another direction (Fig. 3). When light ele-

ments, such as hydrogen, deuterium, or carbon are involved, a con-

siderable fraction of the neutron energy is transferred to the light

elements. After enough collisions, fast neutrons become slow neutrons.

In cases where heavy nuclei are involved, little energy is transferred

and che neutrons are simply scattered. Neutrons and light elements can
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COBALT-59 + SLOW NEUTRON

URANIUM-238 + SLOW NEUTRON

NEPTUNIUM-239

Fig. 2,:
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NICKEL-60
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URANIUM-239
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INEUTRON CAPTURE REACTIONS.
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be compared to billiard ball collisions where energy is readily trans-

ferred. Neutrons and heavy elements can be compared to a marble hitting

a bowling ball in which the marble simply bounces off the larger bowling

ball without the loss of energy.

The principle fissionable nuclides are listed in Fig. 4.

Uraniuin-235, uranium-233, and plutonium-239 can be made available in

sufficient amounts for use as nuclear fuel. Uranium-235 is the only one

occurring naturally - natural uranium contains slightly more than 0.7%

uraniuia-235. Uranium-233 can be made by neutron irradiation of thorium,

. , which then decays to protactinium and then to uranium-233. And

plutonium-239 can be made by neutron irradiation of uranium-238 as we

*•.••.-.. : h a v e a l r e a d y d i s c u s s e d . -—i-^-.-.-. ..,.•,. -J.-̂ âa.T-»,--.- ̂ v.r .-^~^_*-^—•,-.•,•.-.•„•-•.. ;.-.-,-.-.-—-

Now we are ready to consider what happens in a thermal nuclear reac-

tor. This is shown schematically in Fig. 5. A slow neutron causes a

uranium-235 atom to fission. The fast neutrons released are slowed by a

moderator composed of light elements such as hydrogen, deuterium, or

carbon. The slow neutrons may be captured by uranium-238 to produce

plutonium, they"may simply escape, they"may be capturedTiy some other"

nucleus, or they may react with other uranium-235 atoms to sustain the

chain reaction. The amounts of neutrons available and hence the fission

rate and power level is controlled by means of adjustable rods that con-

tain neutron absorbers. The farther into the reactor they are inserted

the lower the power level. The heat produced is transferred from the

reactor by a fluid and is used to produce electricity.

Some significant differences between thermal reactors and fast

breeder reactors are given in Fig. 6. •
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WHAT HAPPENS IN A THERMAL NUCLEAR REACTOR ?

COOLANT

ADJUSTABLE CONTROL ROD
WITH NEUTRON ABSORBER

(FISSION)
FAST NEUTRONS
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FAST NEUTRONS

DECAYS TO NEPTUNIUM - 2 3 9
AND THEN TO PLUTONIUM - 2 3 9
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WHAT ABOUT FAST BREEDER!REACTORS?

THEY UTILIZE FAST NEUTRONS. H
NO MODERATOR IS REQUIRED.

THEY REQUIRE A HIGHER CONCENTRATION OF FUEL
15 TO 25% PLUTONIUM-239 FOR FBRs s
3% URANIUM-235 FOR LWRs: i ii-i; j: 1 M?i ll

THEY OPERATE AT: HIGHER TEMPERATURES THAN LWRs, WHICH
RESULTS IN GREATER THERMAL EFFICIENCIES.;: ;

THEY PRODUCE MORE FUEL THANiTHEY BURN SINCE EXCESS
NEUTRONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR PLUTONIUM PRODUCTION.

• i li < ! ; 1 h : \ :• i: • .
THEY CAN GENERATE 50 |T0 75 TIMES MORE POWER THAN LWRs
FROM THE SAME AMOUNT lOF URANIUM. ; I

LWRs BURN.THE O.||7% URANIUM-235 IN NATURAL URANIUM
FBRs BURN THE 99*% URANIUM-238 IN NATURAL URANIUM



There is a variety of reactor types in use today. The major types

are listed in Table 1. Most of the power reactors in the U.S. are

either pressurized water reactors or boiling water reactors. Both use

UO2 pellets made from slightly enriched uranium (about 3% U-235) instead

of natural uranium which contains only 0.7% U-235. Both use ordinary

water as moderator and coolant. Heavy water reactors are used primarily

in Canada. Gas-cooled reactors are located primarily in the United

Kingdom and France. Russia is the primary user of Light-Water Graphite

reactors. We have one in the U.S. at Hanford, Washington. It is one of

the old plutonium production reactors which has been modified to produce

electrical power. We have one HTGR in operation - Ft. St. Vrain in

Colorado.

Both France and Britain have operated liquid metal fast breeder

reactors. Schematic flow diagrams of several reactors are given in

Figs. 7-12. It is instructive to point out the difference in

pressurized water reactors and boiling wa.:er reactors. The primary -__

coolant in a PWR (Fig. 7) is under pressure so it does not boil. Heat

is transferred to a secondary coolant, also water, which is converted to

steam and used to drive an electric generator. . " " _ _ = _ . "

In a boiling water reactor (Fig. 8), steam is allowed to fora in the

reactor itself. This steam is used directly to run high pressure tur-

bines.

Figure 13 summarizes the world-wide installed nuclear electrical

capacity as of June, 1980. The U.S. had slightly over 54 GW of capacity

or a little more than 54 million kW. This is about equal to the rest of

the non-communist countries combined. However, the balance will change
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REACTOR TYPE FUEL MODERATOR COOLANT

PRESSURIZED-WATER REACTOR (PWR) ; |
80ILIN6-WATER REACTOR (BWR) j|
CANADIAN HEAVY-WATER REACTORi(CANDU) jj
U.K. GAS-COOLED REACTOR (MAGNOX) . ;

U.K. ADVANCED GAS-COOLED REACTOR (AGR)i
LIGHT-WATEK GRAPHITE REACTOR !(LGR) I

•< • •' l i • •: !

HIGH-TEMPERATURE GAS-COOLED REACTOR
(HTGR) • ; I ;

LIQUID-METAL FAST BREEDER REACTOR i !
(LHFBR) i

3% 2 3 5U AS UO^;
3% 2 3 5U AS UOj

i NATURAL. U AS U0 2

NATURAL U 'AS METAL
: 3% 2 3 5U AS (;02|
I NATURAL OR SLIGHTLY ENRICHED f GRAPHITE
i , U METAL OR U0 2 "!

!95% 2 3 5U OR 2 3 3U AS
(ThO2 BLANKET)

15 TO 25% PuoJ lN UO;
: (U02 BLANKET) i

H2O

°2°
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GRAPHITE
GRAPHITE

GRAPHITE
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COOLING
WATER PUMP

COOLING
WATER

CONDENSATE PUMP

Fig. 7. PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR POWER PLANT

• PRESSURE OF PRIMARY SYSTEM 2,250 psi
• REACTOR OUTLET TEMPERATURE 605°F
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B. PRESSURIZER
CD. STEAM GENERATORS —

E . F . HEAT TRANSPORT PUMPS

J. REACTOR

K. FUEL
L. MODERATOR PUMP
M. MODERATOR HEAT EXCHANGER

Fig. 9. CANDU REACTOR SCHEMATIC FLOW DIAGRAM
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CONTROL ROOS STEEL PRESSURE VESSEL

CONCRETE SHIELD CARBON DIOXIDE PUMP

Fig. 10. MAGNOX REACTOR SCHEMATIC FLOW DIAGRAM.
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Fig. 11. jADVANCED GAS-COOLED REACTOR SCHEMATIC FLOW DIAGRAM.
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NUCLEAR ELECTRICAL CAPACITY
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..since Britain, France, W. Germany, and Japan all have plans for signifi-

cant increased capacity. •-- ••----'---• •••- -—-=—- —

In the U.S., the Northeast, Midwest, and South each has 15 to 17 GW

of installed capacity (Fig. 14). Capacity in the South is scheduled to

increase more rapidly than other regions, primarily as a result of the

large commitment of TVA to nuclear reactors.

Table 2 shows the role of nuclear plants in U.S. electrical energy

production since 1955. Nuclear reactors now produce a little over 12%

of our electricity, which is about the same as that produced b y ' °~~

hydroelectric plants. • -'"""-—'--=•••••--• ••-™- 7 2'; '•"'

fable 3 shows some characteristics of the fuel for Boiling Water

and Pressurized Water Reactors. Both use__glightly eniiched uranium. ..v—.

Normal irradiation levels are around 27,000 to 32,000 MV days per ton of

fuel. Noi-e that the spent fuel contains 0.8 to 0.9% U-235 compared to

0.7% in natural uranium. The spent fuel also contains 0.5 to 0.7% plu-

~tonium;"~Partr~of ~the~power~toward the isad^St^sr fuel'^eXement^Irradiation

actually comes froji this plutonium that has been produced J>y neutron

capture. Reprocessing has been considered to^recover

values for recycle, or to provide plutonium for^breeders. Their recycle

to LWR's would reduce the amount of virgin ore required and also the ... .

amount of uranium enrichment required.

Table 4 is a summary of annual uranium requirements for a model 1000

MWe LWR. It can be seen that if uranium and plutonium are recycled, the

requirements decrease appreciably. It can also be seen that as the

U-235 assay of the enrichment tails decreases, the amount of virgin ura-

nium required is decreased. The Department f Energy is investigating
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THE ROLE OF STEAM NUCLEAR PLANTS IN U.S.
ELECTRIC ENERGY PRODUCTION

CALENDAR
YEAR

1955

1960

"^ 1965 ""
•:.-: 1970 "

1972

._. ... 1973 ._
1974

1975

1976 ...
1977

1978

1979

1980

TOTAL
BILLION kWh

547

753

1055
•::;.. 1492

1750

_ _. 1861
1867

1918

2037
2083

2322

2273

2315

ELECTRICAL

BILLION

0

1

: 4

::.-....-:.:—22

54

83
114

173

Z.191
250
293

252

248

ENERGY
NUCLEAR
kWh % OF TOTAL '

0

0.1

-•-;- — 7 - 7 ; u . 4 • . -• - -

...:;..•',:-..::. . 3 . 1 -

- 4.5

6.1

- — 7 9 . 0 ;

9.4
12.0
12.6 -------

11.1

:10.7
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Table 3. COMPARISON OF SOME TYPICAL BWR AND PWR
FUEL CHARACTERISTICS

CHARACTERISTIC BWR PWR

THERMAL EFFICIENCY, %\

SPECIFIC POWER, MWth/MTU :

INITIAL CORE, AVERAGE- ;

IRRADIATION LEVEL, MWDth/MTU
FRESH-FUEL ASSAY, wt % "35U
SPENT-FUEL ASSAY, wt % <-35U
FISSILE Pu RECOVERED, kg/MTU

REPLACEMENT LOADINGS (ANNUAL RATE!AT STEADY STATE AND
75% PLANT FACTOR .;

34

28

17000
2.
0.
4.

03 i
86
8 I

33

38

22600
2.
0.
5.

26
74
8

IRRADIATION LEVEL, MWDth/MTU
FRESH-FUEL ASSAY, wt % 235u
SPENT-FUEL ASSAY, wt % 2 3 5U
FISSILE Pu RECOVERED, kg/MTU

27500
2.73
0.84
5,9

32600
3.21
0.90
7.0



Tabu 4.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR A MODEL 1000-MWe LWR

ENRICHMENT TAILS ASSAY, %

NO FUEL RECYCLE

URANIUM RECYCLE

URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM RECYCLE

METRIC TONS OF U 30 Q PER YEAR
235, 0.30

248 \:

205

170

0.25

j. 225

\ 182

I 151

I

0.20

206

162

136
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other ways to decrease uranium requirements. This includes high burnup

of fuel to greater than the 30,000 MWD/ton and also decreasing the tails

assay to well below 0.2% by advanced isotope separation methods.

Figure 15 gives some indication of the broad industrial base needed

to meet the fuel requirements for LWR's. It shows the najor elements

iV;t makt up the nuclear fuel cycle. As these steps are discussed, note

that each one requires a substantial industrial installation. There is

also a sharp taper in the amounts of materials handled in successive

operations. For example, very large amounts of ore must be handled to

produce enough uranium for a single fuel element.

The major fuel cycle steps start with mining of uranium ore followed

by milling to produce a crude concentrate cs1led yellowcake^ _Tha_

yellowcake is sent to a conversion plant where it is refined and con-

verted to pure uranium hexafluoride. At the enrichment plant, gaseous

UFg is processed to enhance the 235jj to t^e concentration needed for

LWR fuel. '" "~~-- ----—-——r-—•—-• — — - — - - • • - • •-;;™™™--~——-f—-—--— — • •• ~ - • - — — — • • — —

During fuel preparation '.he enriched ITF5 is converged to uranium

dioxide and pressed into pellets, which are clad in zircaloy tubing and

assembled into finished fuel elements.

The finished elements are then ready to fuel the reactors. After

use, spent fuel is removed from the reactor and stored for a period of

time in a pool of water. The water serves both as shielding for gamma—

radiation and as a heat sink to remove fission product decay heat.

Under the present national policy, spent fuel would not be sent to a

reprocessing plant but would be sent to an A*.»*ay-from-reactor storage

site and eventually to a long-terra storage federal repository. In
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actual practice today, most of the spent fuel is stored at the reactors.

A number of utilities have had to modify storage pools at the reactors

to temporarily store all of their spent fuel.

Even if the reprocessing option becomes available, spent fuel will

always be stored at least 160 days at the reactors to allow the shorter-

lived fission products to decay. The fuel will then be shipped in

heavily shielded casks to a reprocessing plant where chemical separa-

tions are made to recover plutonium and uranium. The plutonium may be

stored for future use - perhaps as fuel for fast breeder reactors. The

uranium would be recycled to the enrichment plants. Fission products

would be converted to chemically inert solids and stored on site until a

federal repository is ready to accept them for permanent storage.

Uranium ore is the ultimate source of fuel for LWRs. The steps

involved in mining and milling uranium are shown in Fig. 16. Figure 17

summarizes some facts concerning uranium mining and milling in the U.S.

There are significant uranium deposits in the United JStates, but

none have very high uranium content; so, ore containing only 0.2%

is considered to be a high-grade ore. Most of the ore bodies are

sandstone with interstitial deposits of uranium minerals. Major areas

where they are located are in the Wyoming basins, on the Colorado pla-

teau, and along the Texas Gulf coast. - . ...

Typical mining methods normally used to recover other metallic ores

are also used for uranium. A little more than half of our uranium now

comes from open pit mines and most of the rest comes from underground

excavations. This ore is processed in the production mills listed in

Table 5. A small fraction of the uranium produced is a by-product from
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•

URANIUM MINING AND MILLING INJHE U.S.

MAJOR LOCATIONS OF OftE CONTAINING OH2_lTOJD.3Q1

WYOMING BASINS |
COLORADO PLATEAU
TEXAS GULF COAST

PRINCIPAL MINING METHODS

OPEN PIT i ;j
UNDERGROUND EXCAVATION

I SOLUTION MINING

PRINCIPAL MILLING METHODS

ACID LEACH -; SOLVENT EXTRACTION PURIFICATION
ACID LEACH -j ION EXCHANGE PURIFICATION
ALKALINE LEACH - NO ADDITIONAL PURIFICATION

ANNUAL PRODUCTION1 CAPACITY!

TONS ORE
TONS U 30 8

JAN.i

14,

h ,
boo
,21

1978
it

,000 '
,000 {

OCT

21

. 1 ,

,000
24

1981

,000
,000
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Table 5. Uranium Production Mills Operated in the
United States as of January 1, 1978 ''•' '••'•'""

Company

Anaconda Company

Atlas Corporation

Conoco-Pioneer

Cotter Corporation

Dawn Mining Company

Exxon Company, USA

Federal-Ameri can Partners

"" Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corp. '

Lucky Me Uranium Corp.

Lucky Me Uranium Corp.

Rio Algom Corporation

Rocky Mt. Energy

Sohio-Reserve Oil

Union Carbide Corporation

Union Carbide Corporation

United Nuclear Corporation

United Nuclear-Homestake
Partners

Western Nuclear, Inc.

TOTAL

Location

Grants, New Mexico

Moab, Utah

Falls City, Texas

Canon City, Colorado

ford, Washington — ^ - w ^

Powder River Basin,
Wyoming '

Gas Hills, Wyoming

G r a n Is, New M e x i co ?'•*• !.T:i :\

Gas Hi 11 s, Wyomi ng_~z^~~~

Shirley Basin, Wyoming

La Sal, Utah .

Powder River Basin, ~
Wyoming

Cebolleta, New Mexico

Uravan, Colorado

Gas Hills, Wyoming

Church Rock, New Mexico -

Grants, New Mexico

Jeffrey City, Wyoming

Nominal Capacity
(tons ore per day)

6,000

1,100

2,900

450

__.___- 400 . ~ „. .—..-.^ __

---:J: 3,000 - s--. ;• -.....-

950

/ , 0 0 0 M.i-.i.. >.

1,650

'•-:., 1 ,800

: _ . 700

-:• 1,660

1,300

1,200

^ ; . ^ 3 , 0 0 0 :"._.rr>- . .

..-.. 3,400

1,700

39,210
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posphate mining (Fig. 18). There are three areas of potential interest,

(1) Wyoming, Montana, and Utah, (2) west and central Florida, and (3)

the Carolinas. At the present time, the main activities are in Florida.

Recovery of uranium from phosphoric acid has the potential for supplying

a considerable fraction of the uranium needs. It has been estimated

that the phosphoric acid produced in the United States in the year 2000

will contain about 8000 tons of uranium oxide. This is more than one-

third of the U.S. capacity for uranium oxide production capacity in

1978. In recent years, solution mining has been developed and is now

used in several locations. Both solution mining and recovery of uranium

from phosphoric acid promise to become of major importance.

Since uranium concentrations are so low, mills are usually located

at, or very near the mines so the large tonnages of ore that must be

handled can be trucked only short distances and over privately owned

lands. ;

The principal, milling methods are acid=leach__wlth_aJsulfuric licid .,„„

followed by solvent extraction or ion exchange purification (Fig. 19).

Some mills use an alkaline leach^which is quite, selective for.uranium so

that additional purification is not required at the mill (Fig. ̂ 20).

Our annual production capacity on Jan. 1, 1978 was 14,000,000 tons

of ore containing 21,000 tons ^Og. An estimate of United States ura-

nium resources is given in Table 6.

Figure 21 is a photograph of a typical uranium mill — characterized

by the large tailings pile. Product from the mills is usually ammonium

or sodium diuranate. This product called yellowcake is sent to a refi-

nery where it is purified and converted to
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URANIUM RECOVER^ FROM PHOSPHORIC ACID:
• 1 I'

AREAS OF POTENTIAL INTEREST \ \

WYOMING, MONTANA, AND UTAH
WEST AND CENTRAL FLORIDA
CAROLINAS, ;•

! I •

PRESENT ACTIVITIES

LOCATED IN FLORIDA - 100 TO 200 ppm U
TOKEN AMOUNT OF 119 TONS RECOVERED. ,;
SEVERAL PLANTS UNDER CONSTRUCTION OR [PLANNED.
SOLVENT EXTRACTION RECOVERY FROM WET-PROCESS

PHOSPHORIC|ACID, i

POTENTIAL

PHOSPHORIC ACID
i ^3000 TONS
PHOSPHORIC ACID

^8000 TONS

PRODUCED IN 1976 CONTAINED

Fig. 18.

3 8 t \
PRODUCED IN 2000 WILL CONTAIN

• ; . 1

URANIUM RECOVERY FROM PHOSPHORIC ACID.'1

' ! J

O
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ROD MILL
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.— WATER,
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COUNTER CURRENT
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Fig. 19. ACID LEACH-SOLVENT EXTRACTION URANIUM MILL
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rabies. DOE ESTIMATE OF U.S. URANIUM RESOURCES
JANUARY 1979

$/lb

$15

$30

$50

OR

OR

OR

,o8*

LESS :

LESS

LESS
i,.

\

RESERVES

290

690

; 920

,ooo;
,ooo:

.boo1!":
•is1

[TONS U-G>8

PROBABLE AND POSSIBLE
•

! :;. 1

625

,608

!,675

,000 :

,000

,000

FORWARD COST - NOT REPRESENTATIVE OF MARKET PRICE
SINCE IT DOES NOTj INCLUDE PROFIT, COST OF MONEY,
TAXES, AND ALREADY INCURRED EXPENDITURES (AS LAND,
EXPLORATION, ETC.). I

CO



i F?g. 21 I URANIUM MILL WITH A TYPICAL
TAILINGS PILE.
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We have two of these conversion plants in the U.S. (Fig. 22). One

is operated by Allied Chem. Company at Metropolis, 111., and the other

by Kerr-McGee, at Sequoyah, Oklahoma. Two different processes are used.

The dry hydrofluor process and the wet solvent extraction process. The

dry hydrofluor process is outlined in Fig. 23.

In the dry hydrof luoi. process, yellowcake is treated with cracked

ammonia in a fluidized bed to produce U(>2- This is then treated in

another fluidized bed with anhydrous HF to form UF4 which is reacted in

a third bed with elemental fluorine to produce UFg- Most of the

yallowcake impurities are rejected as solid waste from this fluorlnator

while the UFg is removed as a gas. Some volatile impurities do follow

the UFc, so it is purified by fractional distillation.

The wet solvent extraction process (Fig.-24) also uses the reduc- —

tion, hydrofluorination, and fluorination steps, but these are preceded

by solvent extraction to remove impurities. Since the UFg produced is

pure, fractional distillation is not required. The highly pure

UF5 produced at these plants is collected in steel cylinders and shipped

to the enrichment plants (Fig. 25).

There are a number of different methods for enriching the " J U con-

tent of uraniun. The two methods now ready for commercial use in the

United States are gaseous diffusion and gas centrifuge enrichment. Both

are physical methods of treating UFg in the gas phase. The gaseous dif-

fusion process is based upon the difference in rates at which the

hexafluoride of U-235 and the hexafluoride of U-238 effuse through a

thin barrier containing many millions of tiny pores. Effusion of the

lighter molecule is faster so the gas passing through the. barrier is

ooc
very slightly enriched in JLI (Fig. 26). In gas centrifuge enrichment,
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METHODS

DRY HYDROFLUORl PROCESS
WET SOLVENT EXTRACTION

ANNUAL CAPACITY
•* r
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ALLIED CHEMICAL COMPANY, METROPOLIS, ILL.,
13,000 METRIC TONS U3O8 i

KERR-McGEE NUCLEAR PLANT, SEQUOYAH, OKLA.,
10,500 METRIC TONS U 30 8 i

Fig. 22. REFINING AND CHEMICAL CONVERSION TO UP,.

ii

ON
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VOLATILE IMPURITIES CRACKED AMMONIA

ORE
CONCENTRATE

H

PRE-PROCESS
HANDLING, ETC.

2 t N,uo3,
U-.O,, iFLUIDIZED BED

REDUCTION

ANHYDROUS HF

i
uo, FLUIDIZED BED

HYDROFLUOR-
JNATION

HF
RECOVERY

REFINED UF6

PRODUCT

FRACTIONAL
DISTILLATION

FLUIDIZ2DBED
FLUOR I.MATION

FLUORINE
PLANT

V
WASTES SOLID WASTES WASTES

Fig . 23. DRY HYDROFLUOR PROCESS
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PRINCIPAL COMMERCIAL METHODS
GASEOUS DIFFUSION
GAS CENTRIFUGE

EXISTING GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLANTS
LOCATION

OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
PORTSMOUTH, OHIO

ANNUAL CAPACITY IN MILLION SWU*
ORIGINAL 17.2
CIP 5.5

... -•- ^ ^ ^ I I I I Z Z Z _ _ —4.6

TOTAL IN EARLY 1980's 27.3
PLANNED GAS CENTRIFUGE -PLANT -^>-~ _..

LOCATION •--•-- - -
PORTSMOUTH, OHIO

ANNUAL CAPACITY IN MILLION SWU
1988 - 2.2
AS NEEDED - 6.6

*SWU = SEPARATIVE WORK UNIT
Fig. 25. URANIUM ENRICHMENT.
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UFg gas at the center of a high speed centrifuge is slightly enriched

in the lighter molecules of JU hexafluoride (Fig. 27). In both pro-

cesses, the enrichment per stage is very slight, so it is necessary to

use a cascade of many stages to increase the "->U concentration to that

needed for LWR fuel. Figure 28 is a simplified diagram of a centrifuge

enrichment cascade.

The only large-scale enrichment facilities in the U.S. are the three

gaseous diffusion plants owned by the federal government. These v;ere

originally built to produce highly-enriched uranium for military pur-

poses, but are now used almost exclusively to produce slightly-enriched

uranium for both domestic and foreign power reactors. Their capacity is

given in separative work units, SWU. The amount of SWU's needed to pre-

pare fuel is"dependent upon a number of variables but is around 115,000 "

SWU's per year for a 1000 MW light water reactor. The annual capacity

of these three plants is 17.2 million SWU. Improved technology

developed over the last 30 years is now being applied in a Cascade

Improvement Program to increase the capacity, and, with the improved

cascade, additional power can then be used more efficiently in the

Cascade Uprating Program to give a total capacity of 27.3 million SHU.

A gas centrifuge plant will be built at Portsmouth. The schedule

calls for 2.2 million SWU in 1988 and an additional 6.6 million SWU as

needed.

The enriched uranium is shipped to plants where it is fabricated

into reactor fuel elements. At the present time, there are ten

industrial facilities involved in fabrication of light water reactor
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PRODUCT

FEED AND WITHDRAWAL
BUILDING

TO RECYCLE/
ASSEMBLY BUILDING

U 235 ISOTOPE
ENRICHMENT IN
CENTRIFUGES

FROM RECYCLE/
ASSEMBLY BUILDING

Fig. 28. DIAGRAM OFi A CENTRIFUGE! ENRICHMENT FACILITY
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^ : / . f u e l (Table 7). Some of these simply prepare IK>2 pellets which are then

i^; sent to other plants for assembly into completed fuel elements. . . . _

Different fuel types require different kinds of fuel fabrication facili-

ties (Fig. 29). Figure 30 is a simplified flow diagram of the ammonium

"*" dluranate process commonly used in LWR fuel fabrication.

The enriched UFg is vaporized from the shipping cylinder and hydro-

lyzed to form a solution of UO2F2*
 T h i s l s t r e a t e d w i t h ammonium

hydroxide to precipitate ammonium diuranate. After calcination, the

,..,v _ U-JOQ product is reduced under controlled^ conditions to produce

; s i 3 v UO2 having the properties needed for pelletizing. The U02 is granu-

;.:.„. lated, pelletized, sintered in hydrogen gas' ground to exact size,

cleaned, and sealed into zircaloy tubes, these are then assembled into
-TfBr7i)T7iT'ii'i'T'1"I iVn" "" — — •'••

fuel elements. About 10 to 15% of the uranium processes ends up as

scrap, most of which is directly recycled in this process. ~A percent or

two of the uranium must be recycled through chemical purification.

, _Figure_31_js^a_photograph ofLfugl..elements fabricated by -———

.__ Westinghouse for pressurized water reactors. Fresh fuel elements are

shipped in protective containers to the reactors. Figure 32 is a pho-

tograph of packaged elements being loaded for shipment.;

Spent fuel elements are highly radioactive and require heavy

shielding to attenuate the gamma irradiation. A shielded carrier used

to transport irradiated fuel elements to the Nuclear Fuel Services Plant

in West Valley, New York is shown in Fig. 33.

Figure 34 is a pictorial representation of the principal operations

at a fuel reprocessing plant. The spent fuel is received and stored in

a water-filled pool. As processing begins, the ends and shrouds of the
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Table 7. Licensed, Commercial LWR Fuel Fabrication Plants

Company

Babcock & Wilcox

Babcock & Wilcox

Combustion
Engineering

Combustion
Engineering

Exxon Nuclear

General Electric

Kerr-McGee

"~'~ " Nuclear Fuel
Services

Westinghouse

Plant
Location

Lynchburg, Va.

Apollo, Pa.

Hematite, Mo.

Windsor, Conn.

Rich!and, Wash.

Wilmington, N.C.

Cimarron, Okla.

Erwin, Tenn. """*

Columbia, S.C.

Plant Feed
Material

UCL powder

UF6

UF6

U0 2 powder

UF6

UF6

UF6

UF6

UF6

Plant
Product

Fuel assemblies

Fuel assemblies

U(L powder or
pellets

Fuel assemblies

Fuel assemblies

Fuel assemblies

Fuel assemblies

- U0 ? powder or " "
pellets

Fuel assemblies
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LOW-LEVEL ALPHA CONTAINMENT (HOODS)
- URANIUM COMPOUNDS u '
- THORIUM COMPOUNDS Hi

HIGH-LEVEL ALPHA CONTAINMENT (GLOVE BOXES)
- PLUTONIUM COMPOUNDS i i-

i I
f ~i

SHIELDED FACILITIES (HOT!CELLS, GAMMA)
- RECYCLED THORIUM FUELS ( »

i!- RECYCLED FUELS CONTAINING FISSION PRODUCTS
I..- FUELS WITH ADDED SPIKES,OF HIGH GAMMA ACTIVITY

Fig. 29. FUEL FABRICATION REQUIRES VARIOUS TYPES OF FACILITIES.
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Fig . 3 1 . FUEL ELEMENTS MANUFACTURED BY WESTINGHOUSE.
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FIG. 33. : SHIELDED CASK USED TO SHIP SPENT FUEL TO NFS.
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element that do not contain fuel are cut away and packaged for disposal.

The fuel elements are sheared to short lengths to expose the U02» The

sheared fuel may then be treated with air at high temperature, a process

called voloxidation, to remove tritium, or it may go directly into a

dissolver where the fuel is dissolved in nitric acid. The segments

of zircaloy cladding do not dissolve and are referred to as cladding

hulls. These hulls are leached, washed, dried, and packaged for on-site

burial until a federal repository is ready to receive them for per-

manent disposal. ^ _ -̂ _ ^ »_„=*

The nitric acid solution of the spent fuel is treated by the Purex

process, which is based on solvent extraction with tri-n-butyl phosphate

to recover and purify uranium and plutoniura. Recovered uranium and plu-

tonium are then ready for reuse as nuclear fuel. -Waste, containing

essentially all the radioactive fission products, may be stored tem-

porarily as acid solutions in large underground tanks, and then later

converted tolchemically_inect_solids

This solidified waste will be stored temporarily on site until a federal

repository is ready to accept it for permanent storge. ___

All high-level radioactive wastes and actinide-containing waste will

ultimately be stored in government owned and operated facilities. DOE

has underway a comprehensive program to locate acceptable geologic for-

mations for terminal storage of these waste. Plans are to select

several favorable sites located in different parts of the U.S. Here,

pilot facilities will be built to demonstrate the feasibility of ter-

minal waste storage.
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Plants for reprocessing spent fuel from nuclear power reactors are

listed in Table 5. There are no commercial fuel reprocessing plants in

operation in the United States today. So far, the only commercial fuel

reprocessing has been carried out at the Nuclear Fuel Services Plant

located in West Valley, New York. This plant, with a nominal capacity

of i metric ton/day, started operation in April 1966 and had processed

about 620 metric tons of fuel by 1972 when it was shut down for modifi-

cations. It has since been decided that the plant will never be put

back into service because of a number of new regulations that have gone

into effect and the difficulty of the plant meeting these regulations.

The only other facility that may operate if reprocessing becomes an

acceptable option is the Allied General Nuclear Services Plant (AGNS) at

Barnwell, South Carolina, with a nominal capacity of 5 tons/day.

Construction of the main plant has been completed, but some vital

ancillary facilities, including those for plutonium and waste handling,

must still be -designed and constructed. — -•• - ..•''... — — ^ — ,

The Midwest plant in Illinois had mechanical problems discovered

during non-radioactive testing, and will probably neyer_Jbe considered .„_„

Other countries, especially Great Britain and France, have con-

siderable reprocessing experience and a number of other countries have

plants in operation or planned.

Waste management is an important consideration at every step

throughout the fuel cycle. Table 9 lists those ultimate disposal

methods that are most likely to be used. In general, those wastes that

have very high activity levels and/or every long-lived radioactive
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Table 8. Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing Plants

^ Plant
Capacity
Tonnes/yr

Operation
Date

United States

Agnes - S.C.
NFS - N.Y.
Midwest - 111.

Great Britain

Windscale - Metal
Windscale - Oxide
THORP
CFR

France -i^^i^i---,

1500
360
300

2000
400
1000

9

?
1966-1972; Down
Probably never

1964-
1969-73; 1978-
1987
1978-

M a r c o u l e -•••'•̂ •-̂ •-•.v:.i"-."-«••-

LaHague - UP1 - Metal
LaHague - UP1 - Oxide
LaHague - UP2 - Oxide
Planned

West Germany

KEMA
Gorleben

1200 ---•>•-•';.•'-:-: iiv.•-••-'•• E a r l y m i l i t a r y p l a n t

" " 8 0 0 - - 1966
..... 800 - 1978

800 1986
800 Late 1980's

40
1400

1970

Japan

Tokai Mura
P l a n n e d .—•••-•

Belgium -

Mol

Italy

EUREX-1 (U-Al alloy)
ITREX

India

Trom Bay ' —
Tarapur
Kalpakkam

Canada

200
1000

1977
Maybe late 1980's

60

60
50
3C0

1966-74;-?-

10 Currently down
600 Late 1980's

1965-
1978-

~1980

Planned 300 1985
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Table 9. LIKELY ULTIMATE DISPOSAL

'• ' ' • i

HIGH-LEVEL
INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL AND TRU
FUEL ASSEMBLY STRUCTURAL -:
MATERIALS . :

IODINE ! ;
SPENT FUEL ; :
INTERMEDIATE- AND LOW-
NON-TRU

TRITIUM ;
KRYPTON :

! ••

URANIUM MILL TAILINGS

•

LEVEL; :

! • .

•

METHODS

DISPOSALa

DEEP
DEEP '
DEEP

. • j

DEEP; •

DEEP* .
SURFACE

SURFACE
SURFACE

SURFACE

FOR

1 ORNL DWG 79-1413

FUEL-CYCLE WASTES
i

j *

Y-ACTIVITY; HEAT; ACTINIDES
Y-ACTIVITY; ACTINIDES
Y-ACTIVITY; ACTINIDES

LONG-LIVED; CONCENTRATED
Y-ACTIVITY; HEAT; ACTINIDES
SOME Y-ACTIVITY

100-yr CONTAINMENT
100-yr CONTAINMENT
Y-ACTIVITY; MAINTENANCE
VERY LOW ACTIVITY
Rd + Rn PROBLEMS, LONG-LIVED

a.,DEEP" - GEOLOGIC; SEABED; ICE SHEET; OR EXTRATERRESTIAL
"SURFACE" - SHALLOW BURIAL; SURFACE STORAGE FACILITIES
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nuclides and require containment for thousands of years will be given

"deep" disposal. DOE has placed major emphasis on geologic disposal in

formations that have been stable for millions of years, such as bedded

salt, crystalline rock, and basalt. Other wastes that do not contain

long-lived actinides are placed in shallow burial grounds, or in surface

storage facilities.

Material shipment is also a vital part of the fuel cycle. Methods

of packaging and modes of shipment are summarized in Table 10.

Over the last few years, there have been many international

discussions and exchange of information about nuclear fuel reprocessing

and the need for fast breeder reactors over the last few years.

According to U.S. estimates of uranium resources, there are adequate

amounts and there will be no "need for i

2020. Other countries - including the United Kingdom^" France, and West ."

Germany, disagree. They believe the U.S. is overconfident in projecting

uranium production capabilities and furthermore, sone countries just do

not have adequate uranium supplies. —•-..•/~zrr~: — ~

There is also disagreement on spent fuel reprocessing and plutonium

recycle to light water reactors. The United States estimates that_with

a 15% improvement, it will not be economical to recycle plutonium until

uranium costs are well above $100/lb. Evaluations made by other coun-

tries vary with the estimates of economic cross-over being somewhere

between $20 and $40 a pound. There is also a real desire for energy "

independence, and arguments are that reprocessing and plutonium recycle

are needed for this reason even if it is not economical.
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Table 10. MATERIAL FLOW IN THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE

MATERIAL

ORE
YELLOW CAKE
NATURAL UF6

5% ENRICHED
uo2
FRESH FUEL
SPENT FUEL
WASTE
PuO

i :

! i

PACKAGE
TYPE

BULK
DRUMS
10TJH4T CYLINDERS
2-1/2T WITH OVERPACK
DRUMS/PACKAGES;
CANISTERS I

i •

CA^KS j j: '
DRUMS/BOXES/CANISTERS
DRUMS/PACKAGES

POSSIBLE
MODES OF
SHIPMENT

TRUCK/RAIL
TRUCK
TRUCK
TRUCK
TRUCK/RAIL/AIR
TRUCK/RAIL
TRUCK/RAIL
TRUCK/AIR
TRUCK/RAIL/AIR
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r;•••-"•• The U.S. has determined that the once through LWR fuel cycle is more

-; proliferation resistant than Pu recycle and the Breeder reactor cycle.

There is even disagreement with this position. Other nations say this

is not necessarily true. One of their arguments is that as the spent

-..i. .. fuel ag e s an<j £ t s radioactivity decreases, it becomes easier to recover

the plutonium. All spent fuel must therefore be closely safeguarded.

U.S. estimates that the LMFBR cost will be 1.2 to 1.5 times that of

LWRs. Estimates by other nations are somewhat lower, with the estimated

cost 1.1 to 1.3 times that of LWRs.
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Mr. Leuze received his B.S» degree in chemical engineering
from Kansas State University in January, 1944 and his M.S. degree
in chemical engineering from the University of Tennessee in 1956.
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In June, 1945, Monsanto transferred him to Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. Areas in which he has worked include radiochemical
analyses, nuclear fuel reprocessing development, fluoride
volatility, sol-gel process development, actinide and heavy-element
process development, and development of nuclear waste treatment
methods. Since 1963, he has held positions as Assistant Section
Head of Chemical Development Section, and then of the Pilot Plant
Section. He was Head of the Experimental Engineering Section from
1976 until February, 1981. He is now Head of the Pilot Plant
Section.
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